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Night lights presents a path to economic measurement

I Satellites, that look from the sky, do not depend on local
institutions for economic measurement

I The �rst wave of research: DMSP-OLS data, annual images
1992�2013

I From 4/2012 onwards, viirs : about 0.5×0.5 km., every month.

I A whole new world of economic measurement.

I In this paper:

1. We show that there is downward bias in cloudy months

2. We o�er a partial solution.
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Our datasets

I The NASA/NOAA viirs nighttime lights data: 16.7 million
pixels, a 72× 2 time-series for each pixel.

I The CMIE CPHS household survey dataset, the ground truth
for aggregate income in each month in each of 96
homogeneous regions (�HRs�).
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The viirs nighttime lights data

I A monthly time-series

I In each month, the number of cloud-free images

I And the radiance averaged over these �cloud-free� images

I NASA/NOAA are quite conservative on what constitutes a
cloud-free image: e.g. in December 2019, the 25th percentile
value in India was 10 cloud-free images.
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Conventional cleaning

I The NASA/NOAA data has many problems

I All researchers do �conventional cleaning�

I This covers 3 issues: (a) Months with no cloud-free images;
(b) Outliers such as lightning or gas �ares; (c) Background
noise.

I We have small methodological improvements in conventional
cleaning.

I We have the �rst release of open source software for
conventional cleaning.

I Conventional cleaning results in 8.6 million lit pixels for India.
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One pixel in Bombay: An example of seasonal �uctuations
of radiance and the number of cloud-free images
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The July seasonal factor in the 96 HRs of India
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Two rival explanations

A: Seasonality of economic activity One possibility is that
economic activity is lower during those months, that
the seasonal decline in radiance is the instantaneous
consequence of a seasonal decline in economic
activity.

B: A physical phenomenon of signal attenuation The other
possibility lies in the physical reality of cloudy days
during the monsoon: there may be signi�cant signal
attenuation, even on days that are classi�ed as
cloud-free.

A problem for explanation A: Nighttime lights respond slowly to
�uctuations in GDP.
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Seasonality of income vs. radiance: An example (Bombay)
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Seasonal factor range across 96 HRs: Income vs. radiance
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Four kinds of pixels

Case De�nition Measurement
strategy

Case A Low radiance Removed in con-
ventional cleaning

Case B Highly sunny Low bias, not a
problem

Case C Highly cloudy Bias not identi�ed
Case D Both sunny and

cloudy months
Bias can be es-
timated and cor-
rected
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An example of a Case D pixel: One pixel from Bombay
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A bias correction scheme

I For each pixel,

I Estimate the Loess,

I Estimate the bias using this,

I Add this back into the radiance for cloudy months.

Our approach in algorithm design is extremely conservative.
We will only modify the data for a pixel when we're sure. When in
doubt, we leave the raw data untouched.
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Comparing seasonal factors, Bombay
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Comparing seasonal patterns, India
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Bias correction example for a Case D city: Bombay
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Bias correction example for a Case B city: Dubai
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Bias correction example for a Case C city: Singapore
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The aggregate radiance of India
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Aggregates for India: Two nighttime lights measures and
aggregate real income measure (CPHS)
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Downstream implications

I We have released a Julia package that does conventional
cleaning and the new bias-correction scheme. This consumes a
viirs dataset at the input and makes a modi�ed dataset.

I We are conservative; the radiance value is only modi�ed when
we are quite con�dent this will help.

I All applications of economic measurement using nighttime
lights data can bene�t from this.
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Thank you

http://www.xkdr.org/wp2021-07

http://www.xkdr.org/wp2021-07

